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Bivalves  
 
My lover has a tendency towards bivalves, 
crustaceans, oysters on the halfshell & maybe  
 
this is why she appreciates my ability to split  
my heart in half. She tells me there’s medicine  
 
for this – pain pills, antacid tablets – they offer  
relief or would, but lovesick is often overlooked  
 
in placebo studies. She tells me I should write  
clearer sentences, remember details, learn  
 
the proper name of things – like how she knows  
the Latin Name of such-n-such-a-crab, like the ones  
 
I call “dungeons-ess-esses” just to watch her roll her eyes.  
But Callinectes sapidus (as she’d have me tell you)  
 
are the ones I’m more familiar with, the ones  
my grandfather & I hauled up from traps 
 
baited with turkey necks, untangling their clot of claws 
then watching as they turned from translucent blue  
 
to red in steam-pots packed thick with Old Bay. 
At Orioles games he’d call out how ‘bout a ball for my boy 
 
& catch some outfielder off-guard, who maybe 
recognized the sound of his own grandfather’s voice 
 
& who would toss one up, right towards us. I still see my 
grandfather’s hands reach beyond the wall, catch it, &  
 
hand it to me. My lover tells me this is my kind of magic 
too – making little moments big. High cholesterol became  
 
his fatal flaw, arteries clogged beyond triple-bypass,  
(the surgeon who wheeled him back a final time eventually 
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disbarred for peddling false odds). But unlike his, my chest is slim,  
though I fear my pre-existing condition is equally upending –  
 
a heart built with walls too thin, too habitually prone to leaking 
& collapsing towards a newer love. Last night on the phone,  
 
distracted by the sirens in her background, the cicadas in mine,  
I chop the zucchini one extra time & lop off a chunk of thumb,  
 
then pause, stand there & laugh at how I should have seen this  
coming. Blood rises to the surface blue then red & as it starts 
 
streaming down my hand & wrist I realize part of me wants  
to watch it go, to let it spread, to finally find out how much  
 
this heart can give before it finally gives out.   
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Milford Graves 
 
remember the drummer 
who listened only 
 
to his body  
who swore off metronomes 
 
and practiced only to  
pulsebeats. heartbeats. breaths.  
 
who insisted everyone he met 
have their heart electro-charted 
 
to determine possible  
relations  
 
in cases of divorce 
the partner most inflexible  
 
is likely already imagining 
another life 
 
my grandmother, a therapist, 
tells me this when she hears my news  
 
heartbeat. pulsebeat. breath. 
 
I am always imagining another life 
 
Milford Graves spent his life 
imagining a music 
 
he could only make 
if he mastered the rhythms 
 
of each palpitation’s  
subtle shifts 
 
how can someone 
so fluent in the fluidity  
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of lifeblood die  
from stiff heart syndrome 
 
how can I defend  
my decision 
 
to chase a music 
I cannot yet hear  
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Lessons in Language 
 
city life has taught you 
to cover up your drawl 
 
but when we’re on a call 
you ask me to repeat  
 
myself repeat some phrase 
like many a time  
 
because that long i  
still feels like home  
 
so I roll my vowel  
sounds towards you  
 
from some southern  
parking lot & later  
 
in a taxi from the airport 
I unveil the foil-wrapped  
 
chicken biscuit 
I’ve flown to you  
 
from Tupelo to Brooklyn 
& you can’t help but swoon 
 
& give me just 
a chance  
 
& when we tumble  
in the sheets I hear  
 
you come uncovered 
betrayed by one drawn out 
 
goddaammmit & afterwards 
watching you re-dress 
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your phonetics in their  
proper clothes I realize 
 
how afraid I am you’ll 
carve me from your heart 
 
like you’ve chiseled y’all 
out of your tongue  
 
& I wonder if my destiny  
will unspool in lonely  
 
diner booths forever  
reminded of you 
 
by the syrup-tongued-tone 
of some sweet lady 
 
who offers a hot top 
oh sugar tell me what you need  
 
how many times will I  
catch a reflection of  
 
almost-you in some 
laminated placemat  
 
then stare out –  
 
eventually realizing 
I’ve ordered for two  
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Lightning Takes the Form of Hope  
 
on minute five of my thirteen-hour drive 
(South Texas to Middle Tennessee) 
you send a photo wearing nothing 
but the bikini you’re about to pack  
for an unexpected weekend with your fiancé  
& there’s nothing I can do or say 
but try anyway knuckles wrapped white 
around the wheel cocaine-fueled power trio 
on the stereo I beg I plead I name so many 
places you could fly instead cities states park benches  
a laundromat anywhere but where he waits  
but you’ve convinced yourself this  
is a final promise you must keep 
& eventually you calm me down 
& eventually I coast on fumes into  
the Super Discount Diesel of Hope 
Arkansas which offers the usual buffet  
of caffeine, horny-pills, & slowly rotating 
sticks of meat & behind the counter the lady  
is kind of on a call telling no one or someone 
in her headphones why’s it always gotta end this way 
I put my bottled water on the counter but 
when I swipe my card for two dollars & eleven cents 
the machine blinks red baby try it the other way  
no luck I try another piece of plastic still no luck 
baby that’s okay sometimes the tap don’t work so good 
sometimes you gotta stick it in hours later I call again  
resigned but longing just the same & now  
you’re stranded on the tarmac by strong  
thunderstorms to the south & I tell you I’m  
a strong thunderstorm to the south & read-out  
the roadside ads: Joy Juice #2, Lube Pro,  
If You Get Creamed Call Car Supreme  
& I tell you of my time in Hope – how, eventually, 
the woman laughed & waved me off, telling 
me just to take it &, eventually, I hear you laugh 
& know you really will come back to me. I trust you 
& it tests my heart – or as she put it – don’t worry  
baby chile’, that’s just the way things be  
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Zy 
 
Friday nights we’d sneak out after midnight 
push the pickup backwards down the driveway 
silent except cicada song & crunching gravel 
down to the driving range that always forgot 
to pick up after itself where somehow no one 
ever came to run us off we’d wade through 
wet grass gathering golf balls that glowed softly 
under starlight then with the aluminum bat 
we stashed in the backseat ping them out into 
the night watching them dissolve in darkness 
standing & listening for what they hit maybe 
treeline or river or concrete parking lot beyond 
& sometimes you’d hear nothing & that’s how 
you knew you’d sent one far & true & in my 
favorite photograph of you, Zy, the camera  
catches you mid-swing wearing pink pig slippers 
a green tee-shirt & skinny jeans the flash 
reflecting your voted-best-in-class blue eyes 
which were actually colored contact lenses 
but you & I both know that memory like place 
is re-envisioned every visit & that driving  
range is gone & so far you & did you feel 
my hand on your shoulder at the wake  
all of us surrounding you as you laid  
in your bed so still beneath the poster 
‘scuse me while I kiss the sky all of us around you 
waiting for the corners of your mouth  
to turn up into a grin & of course they  
never did & you had such horrible body odor 
but there was always a girl or two half-mad 
& half in love with you & how was your body 
mirrored in the sheet metal of a bright red 
Honda Superhawk all of us took turn 
pressing our palms against the cave your 
chest had made crushed against the motorcycle’s 
frame feeling for some faint heartbeat  
but what haunts me most are your mother’s  
screams collapsed on her knees my son my son my only son  
I hear her as I drift towards sleep but then 
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hear nothing only the silence of those  
summer nights as Cygnus soared above us 
& we stood alone in that dark field  
waiting & listening for an answer  
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Afternoon 
 
beyond trailhead beyond warning 
we’ve allowed ourselves to be alone 
despite danger of attraction a current 
half-hidden among rhododendron  
blossoms we keep our distance tip-toe  
in then give in & wade in deeper 
beyond hesitation beyond electric fence 
her bare shoulders just above the surface  
cast in sunlight gilded & immeasurable 
& this is the poem & always has been 
gilded & immeasurable slants of summer 
across her collarbone she is the poem 
& each night I trace her on my tongue 
memory a palimpsest of layered leaves 
beyond muddy bank beyond our  
pile of clothes a path leads two directions  
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Cleansing Ritual  
 
after her breakup she lucks into a sublet 
a soft place to land but shards of frost 
& flame keep spitting from the strangely 
 
sideways showerhead that splits the tub 
in two & though the landlord warned 
the apartment came with some peculiarities 
 
never did she imagine standing shivering 
then scalded separated from her new lover 
by this tempestuous stream they laugh 
 
& shield themselves not from each other  
but faulty plumbing which is not unlike  
some ill-tempered deity unimpressed  
 
by their twists & pleas they shriek jump 
back not quick enough! & that’s how  
this cleaning ritual goes – a kind 
 
of keeping faith believing harsh waters  
will recede look at them still standing  
there with soap suds in their hair their eyes  
 
their eyes that sting & shine so bright  
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Jared 
 
After long nights in the studio we’d step out into the parking lot,  
light one more joint & watch the two-by-two constellations  
 
of cargo planes descend towards FedEx. Back then I was  
a producer, & the engineer & I would head home at dawn, 
 
come back hours later bleary eyed. Night sessions ran till six a.m.  
& day shifts began at seven so at 6:01 each morning the “night guy”  
 
(responsible for answering the phone & making sure the fire door 
didn’t get propped open) would haul out box-fans to blow blunt  
 
smoke from the control rooms, spray fresh beginnings scent in all  
the bathrooms. The night guy’s name was Jared – he was in his  
 
mid-30’s & had a baby-face that camouflaged the life he left in Arkansas –  
a best friend fucking his girlfriend, a series of addictions, a typical  
 
set of skills for a half-way music job. I mostly only passed him in the hall  
but did notice that he was always learning some new nuance of guitar, 
 
would say “hey, check this out…” & demonstrate how you could  
re-voice the chords from “Ring of Fire” & end up with something 
 
half-new & half-familiar. “Cool,” I’d say & get back to whatever  
I was doing. There were plenty of distractions – the studio owner  
 
was pre-occupied drinking himself to death & finally did & so  
eventually I resigned, left Memphis, a girlfriend, & a house,  
 
all of which I had probably been waiting for an excuse to leave.  
My life became much quieter. I started spending too much time scrolling  
 
through the internet & so was surprised to see a red alert pop-up one night,  
informing me that “Jared was going live.” & now, what do I describe?  
 
The video that’s no longer there? Or my perception at the time?  
Or what I learned & spliced together later? Apparently, Jared  
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had been refusing to take his prescription anti-psychotics, unable  
to tolerate the re-balancing of his brain. He had also broken up 
 
with his new girlfriend, who he lived with, & who, I learned later,  
had filed a restraining order that same day. The video is dark & blurry,  
 
& then too bright. The phone is propped on the concrete, somewhere  
in midtown, somewhere outside a bar. There’s a streetlight. There are parked cars.  
 
Jared is a short distance away, shouting incoherently. Then people  
are pushing towards a doorway. The phone tips & now Jared is upside down,  
 
now I am craning my neck, trying to figure out what’s going on.  
The light on the screen is growing & now there is more screaming, & more –  
 
blur, shadow, streetlight, headlight, shadow – Jared has doused himself  
in gasoline & now is burning, collapsing on the pavement. Have you seen  
 
the photos of self-immolating monks? This is not like that at all. Screaming.  
Thrashing. Covered in fire. Later I learn that your muscles stop working  
 
while you can still feel. Later I learn that earlier in the day Jared had convinced  
police he was not a threat to himself or anyone else. Jared is no longer human,  
 
shaped into one rising flame, stumbling towards the entrance, pounding  
on the entrance of the bar, screaming for help. Later, I learn that this  
 
is where Jared’s ex-girlfriend works. Later, I learn how her palms burn  
as she presses against the glass door, holding it closed, how she ignores  
 
the pain & watches Jared collapse a final time. The glass cracks  
but does not give. More dark blurs come rushing through the frame –  
 
a crowd begins to swarm & it’s impossible to see. Jared’s phone  
is kicked, & falls, & stares straight up into the stars.  
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How I Will Measure My Relentless Series of Successes  
 
box by cardboard box stacked to form 
a wall of failure not a metaphor an attic  
packed with cds & vinyl records all  
the music of my life that no one wanted  
& now one day to empty everything so     
I carry disappointments blind & backwards  
down the ladder wondering if this is how  
it ends a sloppy step a shoelace caught  
a short but fatal fall crushed beneath copies  
of myself no that’s maybe too poetic  
turn up the stereo tally the letdowns 
a debut album of meh success a nail  
where a wedding photo hung pointless  
promotional photos pieces of broken  
promises load by load I haul it  
to the landfill toss each box into  
rusted metal depths every impact  
ringing out to announce my relentless  
series of successes & only then will I  
stand tall shoulders unburdening tall then  
taller until I’m weightless tall then taller  
until I float or fly until I transcend  
tall then taller until there’s nothing left  
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Physical Acoustics 
 
maybe the high notes 
of your life have started 
 
sounding sharp –  
like an unwanted  
 
birthday cake  
or maybe there’s  
 
an ominous build-up  
of bass like the polite  
 
goodnights you tell 
your love as  
 
you turn away  
& hit the light  
 
or maybe the symphony 
you strung together 
 
turns out to be 
mis-scored  
 
the whole orchestra 
flipping to find  
 
the proper page 
you realize then  
 
you have no choice  
but to re-tune  
 
the acoustics 
of your life  
 
because just  
like us 
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sound waves 
are standing waves –  
 
defined by what  
they move through – 
 
mahogany, rosewood, 
heartbreak, despair –  
 
so you must eliminate  
false harmonics 
 
cut dissonant  
relations  
 
re-evaluate 
each note & if  
 
you take it slow 
& sing out each note  
 
as you go  
& with a little 
 
bit of luck 
then maybe  
 
in the end  
the music you’ve 
 
always longed 
to hear will be  
 
all that hovers  
in the air  
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LGA to BNA  
 
I count five bachelorette parties waiting to board. 
 
Taxiing towards the runway the stewardess 
interrupts herself mid-safety-spiel & tells us to scream:  
 
Erin is getting married!  
 
I’m on this flight to finalize a divorce, to finish 
emptying an already half-empty house. 
 
#BRIDESQUAD tees surround me – rhinestone 
tiaras, plastic cowboy hats, & Jumbo Penis Pops.  
 
Somewhere above New Jersey Jack-n-Cokes 
start flying by & the cabin fills with imitative y’all’s  
 
At 40,000 feet my hands begin to shake, a familiar 
nausea setting in. Some might call it underlying stress 
 
Some might call it what you get.  
 
I walk down the aisle with steps deliberate as a groom’s,  
clutch the bathroom mini-sink & count my breaths  
 
until someone knocks, then knocks again. A better 
version of me – after years of successful therapy –  
 
would tell them to fuck off.  
 
I unfold the accordion door, apologize, & calmly 
re-take my seat among sprawling fake-tan thighs.  
 
Tonight they’ll wear white cowboy boots  
& kick through empty beer cans.  
 
Tonight I’ll find all my old love letters  
turned face-up on every piece of furniture.  
 
Tonight they’ll tear up Kid Rock’s Big-Ass 
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Honky Tonk demanding selfies.   
 
Tonight I’ll unfurl my sleeping bag in the corner 
of the house furthest from the bedroom.  
 
The landing gear unfolds & we begin our final descent – 
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Florence 
   
Two old ladies roll their grill & bones 
on cobblestones each Friday night smoking 
sheep gut sandwiches we now lean 
against some crumbling ancient wall to eat, 
  
my new friend & I. He is many 
generations Florentine: charming, 
quick, white fur coat & leather shoes, 
leans forward carefully as he chews – a true 
  
descendant of the Renaissance. & Me? 
One month’s lonely lineage of wrinkled 
shirt & jeans, socks stuffed tight in my 
guitar case. Tonight his job is simple – keep 
  
me un-lost from train to bar to club, 
keep me vaguely entertained & talking 
now we find some things in common – once 
we watched the same team play an almost perfect 
  
season, losing only their final 
game & he admits he had & has 
a tendency towards gambling – has, in fact, 
already wagered on my train, on if 
  
it will rain, on how I pronounce my name – Torque? 
Turkey? Churchee? Sanctified poultry I ask 
predictable new-world questions about living with  
history. Around us mopeds circle, stilettos 
  
& red fingernails dig into the back of black leather 
jackets…it just keeps getting older… he steers us 
back to that not-quite undefeated 
team – all year he bet against them, debts 
  
& disbelief piling higher week 
by week high enough to hide his failing 
marriage…until he compromised, switched sides, 
took his father-in-law’s advice…doubled 
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down on them to win…of course they didn’t 
& wiping sauce from the corners of his lips 
he tells me he couldn’t afford gambling & 
a wife so got divorced & laughing now   
  
glances over either shoulder – confesses 
his kingdom has come down to this: one bar, 
two old ladies, fur coat & leather shoes, 
studio apartment in a neighborhood his ex claims 
  
not to visit…& here you are! Young, 
on tour in the most beautiful city in the world… 
meat steams up from toasted bread into dark 
February air, cold stars glistening above 
  
this thousand-year-old square. Three boys kick a ball 
down an alley home, echoing into adolescence. 
A priest steps softly out & locks the darkening 
fourteenth-century ornate carved wooden door, 
  
vanishing into a crowd of camera strapped turisti. 
The souvenir shopkeep checks his watch a final 
time & pulls down metal shutters, reflecting 
whirling taillights of weekend lovers, &, later, 
  
in another dusty spotlight – I’ll take my seat 
& close my eyes & reaching for familiar 
frets find this old song about losing home 
& who we love & who we leave behind  
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Fish Owl  
 
a man sits silent  snow by a river  
     forest frozen unmoving  he startles 
        a deer & turning to run it leaps but  
   falls short shock of dark water pawing  
 at ice slipping     toeholds  away the man  
  who was only waiting for birds can't 
   stand to witness drowning  hauls out by antlers  
  & turns to run     because prey animals  
       or as we say  pray for these animals 
    once convinced of capture stay  
   stunned surrendered accept defeat won't eat die slow  
 
    I read all this in bed  
        last night listening for snap  
   in the attic snap tiny spines if you give  
       a mouse a muffin you will have thousands  
        of mice snap snap snap don't rush to 
    judge we tried have a heart & sure 
                              enough trapped mr. mouse & his  
             daughter & wife & next morning  
                       drove to a construction site  
              set them free be free be free but prey  
    animals they sat numb & still 
       are unless something larger has  
                              come & dumbluck gobbled them up & 
 
   do you remember the story a few  
     years back the boy falsely accused 

of stealing shoes spent months   alone in a cell  
& reversed conviction &  

   came home   turned his room to  
     a box boarded windows & doors 
    & intervention & intervention until he  jumped  
      from the 11th floor these 
            mice stare back a stare worse  
               than dead eyes beneath  the kill bar   
     a man sits silent  by a river  
        half-frozen a deer  has not yet startled 
     the man has    not yet shifted his weight 
    so subtly but not subtly enough    to not snap  
    the twig or trigger the trap & somewhere 
        unseen a fish owl sits silent up an 
                      old tree waiting for twilight's disguise 
                              to swoop down 
         & pluck scales from     slivers of water & ice  
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Hiwassee 
 
There’s a refuge for sandhill cranes 
which basically means a chunk of land  
 
with some pasture, trees, & water 
the big birds are particularly fond of 
 
& the human contribution is agreeing 
to just leave them the fuck alone 
 
just this once on these few acres 
these few weeks each year 
 
but as I watch the sky 
admiring their swoop & glide 
 
a shotgun blasts nearby close  
enough to see them 
 
re-direct & climb 
& a century back on these 
 
same banks some  
forgotten ferry-operator  
 
caused delay refusing orders 
to transport “The Indians” 
 
who had been rounded up 
& marched from hundreds 
 
of miles away then held  
in pens outdoors for months  
 
& now were forced across  
the water, trail of tears –  
 
term like an exotic fern  
or designer diamond necklace  
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trail of tears – & even way back  
then cranes migrated overhead 
 
witnessed from the sky 
& maybe that’s what 
 
he (I’m assuming) wants  
to shut them up about –  
 
two chambers of buckshot  
aimed at heaven  
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You Got to Move  
 
I was in the shower      
searching for soap & sense     
of self when she      
 
came bursting in & I said     
WOAH wasn’t ready      
for this but that’s not what     
 
she means said no      
my fiancé’s on his way      
you got to go       
 
“like in the song?!” I stupidly     
respond “you know       
you got to move?” her expression  
 
says this is not      
the time nor place for me     
& my music-mythic  
     
bullshit & as you can see  
I have some trouble  
separating life from liner  
 
notes – listen –  
that night I was supposed to stay  
with a friend but then  
 
this girl, this friend of his  
shows up, makes eyes,  
& as I walked her to  
 
the door lipsticks  
her address on my arm  
O! Salvation  
 
is a Beale Street Blues 
be easy honey, 
take off your shoes…honey… 
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what a word 
the drawl, the drip – it’s honey  
I’ve meant to sing  
 
& sing I must of her 
& how I tried  
to be a proper ponderous  
 
poet pondering  
that morning in her shower  
& just as I  
 
had life all figured out  
she came bursting  
in & off I went 
 
soaking & sudsy  
to the river where on a bench  
above the bluff  
 
all stained with love & blurry  
I watched that old  
sun rise & heard it sing  
 
this love-worn song 
of life’s transcendent mud 
O! Sprawling  
 
Mississippi some things  
they do not change 
& even when I try  
 
my best it all 
comes out a giant mess.  
Tell me – can you  
 
name a single thing  
I haven’t ruined?  
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No – so this is just  
another lonesome  
blues each line a little  
 
lie-disguise 
to laugh to keep from crying –  
how much self-loathing  
 
can I wrap-up in perfect  
rhyme? Drop  
a dollar in my bucket  
 
here’s my tune  
though I won’t tell you if it’s  
true O!  
 
Steinway upright in  
the mud O!  
cheap guitar all rust  
 
& blood O!  
voices drowned in record 
scratch – Save me.  
 
Cleanse me. Take me back.   
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Delmon Young Pinch Hits in Game 2 of the 2014 American League Divisional Series  
 
I have some friends from Detroit, good friends, friends I value & admire –  
but not today. Today the Bad Guys are from Detroit. They wear bad 
 
gray jerseys & have Bad Facial Hair. They are here in Baltimore to try  
& win a baseball game & – surprise – no one here wants them to.  
 
For much of my life the Orioles, with their cartoon bird & Oriole-Orange, 
have been a team you have to be a lunatic or sucker to bother keeping up with, 
 
& at some point you just get used to losing. Maybe not if you’re a Yankees fan.  
I get it. Those guys only win. Congratulations: have a beer & this crappy card.  
 
For the rest of us, losing becomes a part of life. You start to realize your best bet 
is probably to hope for one or two small things & cross your fingers, keep a rabbit’s foot.  
 
Yet good luck is not something the Orioles are familiar with, & given their decision 
making & payroll they are likely to be bad, historically bad, for a long time. But not today. No.  
 
Detroit leads by two in the bottom of the eighth, but somehow the Orioles have loaded  
the bases, sent the Bad Beard Bad Guy pitcher to the showers, & so a new fresh-faced  
 
Bad Guy Pitcher comes in & takes the mound. Everything is orange: orange shirts,  
orange hats, an orange & scientifically inexplicable glow gleaming out from Camden Yards 
 
across the Inner Harbor, covering the historic site of the Star-Spangled Banner,  
engulfing the crabshacks & crackhouses most people only recognize from The Wire. 
 
Everyone is standing in anxious anticipation because they sense that this New Bad Guy  
doesn’t have his Bad Guy Best today, & he seems to know it, too, because on  
 
the JumboTron we can his Giant Bad Beads of Sweat glisten in the orange glow 
as he shakes his head from side to side, rejecting sign after sign from the catcher,  
 
who also seems to be aware something is not quite right, that the stadium is vibrating  
at a frequency normally associated only with whale song, elephant communication,  
 
semis in your living room. Look, I get it, Detroit is tough. Unflinching. Their mothers  
love them too. Or atleast pretend. But give me, just this once, a break. Delmon Young  
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is coming in to pinch hit & he’s been sitting in the dugout playing his favorite video game  
all afternoon. A clear sign of Bad Guy doom. Up he steps. Our good guy, our hero,  
 
our one-season-only specialty-hitting machine. Strolling to the plate he adjusts his gloves,  
inflates some bubble gum. On the TV broadcast, which I won’t admit how many times  
 
I’ve watched, the announcer says everyone knows he’s ready to fire on the first swing… 
the Bad Guy Pitcher stands, sets, delivers & My God. Even on the shittiest of shitty  
 
cellphone videos you can see the ball explode, roll against the outfield wall & 
here they come. The audio distorts. Decibels overwhelm. A roar erupts from  
 
forty-five-thousand-nine-hundred-seventy-one people so used to losing, so used  
to coming in last, so used to tolerating fans of other teams who treat this stadium  
 
like their discount playground, who come to pillage, who come to take it all.  
But now the home team takes one back. One run scores, then two, then a third  
 
sliding in just beneath the tag. In this moment an entire city loses its goddamn mind. 
In this moment some of us are screaming. Some of us are jumping up & down,  
 
some of us are standing quiet, in an overwhelming sea of disbelief. My grandmother  
is beside me, covering her ears & beaming. Exactly two years from now we’ll lose  
 
her on a rainy October night, the Orioles back to form & slumping out the season.  
But maybe, my friends, for now we can agree on this – how good it is to witness  
 
those few moments of winning something you’d already given up on. How good  
it is to stand by someone you love. How good it is when life fleetingly becomes so simple:  
 
The Bad Guys came & lost. The Good Guys won.  
Everyone is on their feet. Everyone is almost home.  
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Self-Storage 
 
In the romantic version this would in a revelation. 
But I was only there those few nights, walking 
scuffed cement halls under flickering fluorescents. 
Others lived there, or at least, stayed longer than me –  
the man in 432, the woman & child in 218 – lived  
there with no running water, sweeping with loose straw  
brooms in exchange for the night-attendant pretending  
not to notice. Midtown Self-Storage: For When  
You Need More Space. That spring I had a friend who  
was, like me, flying or falling between the darkening  
trapeze, attempting to acrobat from one love to another. 
I paid rent for a corner of his couch with handles 
of tequila & in his thin-walled apartment we listened 
mostly to the neighbors & Sly Stone if you want me to stay… 
Each morning I would step into his low-ceilinged  
plastic shower then step back into dirty clothes, 
& some nights for one reason or another I’d end up  
sleeping at the studio, or over at the storage unit, 
rolling down the metal-doors to lock myself inside.  
There was no darkness there, just the eternal buzz  
of flood-light safety bulbs. You have to dim your life 
to hear this kind of music, fainter than a distant melody  
whispered from a battery powered radio somewhere  
down the hall – the sound gently kissing each reflective  
surface – caressing someone sleeping in a nest  
of newspaper that rustles softly as they turn –  
the headlines gradually rubbing onto their tired clothes.  
In a torn-off entertainment section I read that  
some well-intended law-firm had won back much 
of Sly Stone’s royalties. In court they’d used  
the clip I’d seen – Sly, alone, abandoned finally  
even by his own voice, hoarse & explaining  
to some passerby why he was living in a trailer  
on the curb of a retired couple’s home, who’d  
bring him food, & water, never forcing him  
to sing. But then I think of god-like Sly beaming 
on the Soul Train stage, face partly hidden beneath  
the brim of some bedazzled costume cowboy hat,  
by himself at the piano center-stage & spot-lit 
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hammering out the tempos of addiction with his heel –  
faster, then faster, leading the band just out of frame.   
Of course, this kind of music cannot last. It’s been  
eight years since I slept in those chain-link rooms  
meant for the out of sight & out of mind but here  
I am burning down my life again. It’s 110 degrees  
in Houston & a man stands in a sweat-soaked suit & tie  
at the bottom of the exit ramp, holding up a cardboard sign.  
He’s asking for fifty cents to wash your windshield &  
everyone ignores him, turns up their AC & searches 
for something in their glovebox they’ll find just as  
the light turns green. We all know this pantomime.  
He flips his sign & reveals the other side: 
Windshield Washes – Free.  
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Forcing Myself Forward  
  
Late August night, first hint of autumn in the air. 
I stare down at my shoestrings, details of separation  
knotting in my throat as my friend & I drift behind 
the group to trade our heart-sore stories. He is haunted 
by a bad love that ended here & knows my current 
situation could turn out much the same, recognizes my  
slow steps & weighted shoulders – the body keeping score.  
At a bright-lit toy store window someone stops  
to peer at a model train display. We press our faces  
against the glass but in the fogged reflection all I can  
make out are the eyes of the woman I abandoned  
sparkling last Christmas Day as we figured out how  
to perfectly place each piece of track, building a path  
around the living room, under the couch, behind the tree –  
something she described as like a dream – & even though  
we knew how many times it would get kicked over we  
left it up for weeks, rebuilding it each time & I know  
this is where I failed & in counseling the therapist  
accepts only binary answers asking me again & again  
is there no version of the future you can see together?  
I’m the one who left, I know. I’m the one now far away.  
I realize I’m doubled over on the sidewalk, clutching  
my chest. I realize no one’s noticed.  
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The Lucky Ones  
 
you know that we're the lucky ones  
a man in thick gold-frames declares  
 
as i wait for a bagel already almost  
late to divorce therapy i’m trying  
 
to be on time for – you know  
we’re the ones who can really see –  
 
i nod half-nonchalant which means 
what the fuck are you talking about  
 
he gestures at everyone staring  
at their screens heads bowed to  
 
receive personalized prophecies –  
you and i are the only two truly alive –    
 
my time is up no choice but 
to abandon breakfast & the line  
 
& halfway through the session  
i’m told i’ll receive paperwork at noon  
 
& even therapist Dave is caught  
off-guard okay he says okay i say  
 
we sit there a while until Dave 
calmly explains this is likely  
 
the last time you’ll sit on the same  
furniture together & i ask how many  
 
couches he’s had to burn &  
the three of us laugh & after  
 
i get back to the house i sit  
out front in my blue chair 
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beneath the cherry tree a final  
time notice the raised beds now 
 
full of weeds everything  
drooping or dead or & sure enough  
 
12 o’clock on the dot  
a beat-up malibu pulls up &  
 
out steps a man who looks like santa  
holding a clipboard & manila folder  
 
oh you must be... after he leaves 
i tell my pals the downy woodpeckers  
 
aren't we the lucky ones remembering  
that breakfast mystic yes i’m feeling  
 
pretty lucky i proclaim to the squirrels,  
the grass, the trees, the peeling paint 
 
across the street two leaf blowers  
scream at dissonant frequencies  
 
& paperwork describes  
irreconcilable differences & look  
 
how moldy the feeder has become  
look at the birdbath dry & caked  
 
with shit look at these bachelor buttons  
that will resurface each spring  
 
blossoming blue though we  
won’t be here to see & look  
 
at how impossibly lucky we’ve been   
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Swannanoa Swirl & Vortex  
 
 For & After Larry Levis 
 
Larry, are you listening?  
 
You said that this would be the last poem in the book, that you’d like to go off under the sheets,  
If only you could forgive yourself those first faint stirrings of arousal…  
 
I don’t mean to embarrass you by quoting from this posthumously published first draft, 
But how else to summon the dead than to lift them into the air on their own tongue?   
 
You said you wanted to go up to that painting in the Borghese, Caravaggio’s David & Goliath, 
& close the eyelids that are still half-open, because it seems obscene to leave them that way.  
 
Forgive me this intrusion, but you left us just like that — closing with a question, half open –  
& wondering what was going to become of us – so here I am to tell you –  
 

* * * 
 
Right now everything in my life is turning to fire, & I am the one left holding the match –   
& I thought maybe you’d be interested to know I noticed, too, how much brighter,  
 
How much more illuminating it seems standing this close to the flame, to the flames 
That laugh, & splinter, & turn your library to ash. Once, in a small book, I read that you  
 
& Shahid, in your last winter here together, spoke of ghazals & jazz solos, traced  
Transcendent constellations between the unblinking winter stars above these mountains.  
 
I was there too, in the same room, a child somewhere between my fifth & sixth birthday.  
What does it mean to be raised by poets who miss their own homes? Who are so charmed  
 
By a boy lighting fireworks, whose faces briefly glow, then fall back into shadow,  
The forest darkening again. This morning I learned a song that made me think of you,  
 
That you might recognize the spirit of the trance, Nusrat Fateh Ali Kahn lost in ecstatic  
Divination – so I sit here etching melody into muscle memory, & as I sit, a pattern  
 
Begins to emerge from the fallen leaves of your poems, but only when you unfocus  
Your eyes just right, a delicate illusion, & in that illusion I see my own tendencies: the way  
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An image blends into an imagined image, the way a love bleeds into an imagined life… 
Once, I had a piano teacher who would ask us to breathe in deep, to close our eyes 
 
& stretch our arms up towards the ceiling. I cheated, peeked through half-shut lids…& I  
Think of that Caravaggio…the boy murdering the man & what he came from, who turns, & runs.  
 

* * * 
 
My Father is at the kitchen table, answering the call that will announce your death.  
My Father is sitting on the bed, a voice on the other end explaining that his own  
 
Father will not be waking up. Your Father broke the wrist of a man lunging forward 
with a knife. My Father has tried to hold this place together. We hold on to what we can  
 
& then we lose it, anyway. Orchards of apples, mountains of poems, what have we inherited? 
When I was ten I heard your poem recited by a fire, & by high school it became my party trick, 
 
Shouting out the lines while sloshing in the back of some pickup. Then, I had a friend  
Named Zy, who would pull up to red lights in heavy traffic & turn his stereo all the way up,  
 
Blasting porn through two 18” woofers – who would kill the engine of his motorcycle before  
He coasted up our driveway, so as not to scare our dog – Zy – who came around a corner &  
 
Surprised a driver, his body becoming melded with bright red metal – Zy, whose face now  
Becomes the face in a photograph, whose voice becomes an echo I can no longer hear.  
 

* * * 
 
A poem in the heart is not a stable thing. I hold on to it because I’m selfish & want it  
For myself, like a small stone you pick up one summer day then find again years later 
 
In an old coat pocket, worn smooth by the river, a piece of earth, a bit of memory –  
A memory that could spark, if you struck it right, & then burn down your life.  
 
Is this really how it has to go? Abandonment, isolation, blaze? At least it’s been by choice,  
At least there are likely to be a few more hallelujahs, even in the late stages of destruction.  
 
In the abandoned house, the patina of dust on the banister waits for its new finger,  
& there’s a bright red pencil waiting to whittle these lines back down to nothing, to carve 
 
Some meaning, some dignity out of loneliness, as mostly people cannot do –  
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The poem becomes the song becomes the life becomes the poem again. A music,  
 
& a swirling in a world without an end. Larry, I don’t know what will become of us.  
I’m in the library, flipping through the boxes that still hold some disheveled part of you – 
 
& here a poem, & here, another draft, & here your wristwatch – still faintly ticking.   
 
 
 
 


